Abstract: According to one aspect of the invention, a software transformation system is provided that may include a business asset extraction sub-system. The business asset extraction sub-system is typically configured to analyze a legacy computer application and create a mechanical fabric representing computer-implemented operations of the legacy computer application, and to create a semantic model representing operator-perceived meanings attached to interactions with the legacy application. The business asset extraction sub-system is further typically configured to create links between related portions of the mechanical fabric and the semantic model. The mechanical fabric comprises a network of nodes and associations between nodes, the nodes and associations representing one or more system interface objects, computer programs, and data access points, and a physical data model configured to store data records utilized by the legacy computer application.
LEGACY SOFTWARE MODERNIZATION SYSTEM

Technical Field
The present invention relates generally to business systems and software, and more particularly to legacy system and software modernization.

Background
One of the greatest infrastructure challenges in organizations today is the reliance on software systems created and maintained over a period of time much longer than the anticipated lifespan. Many of these systems were created with numerous limitations and restrictions due to technological restraints of the time period. Over time, technology has rapidly improved and many of these systems have become outdated and inefficient. As a result, many organizations are looking for a viable approach to modernize their legacy systems.

Past attempts at legacy application modernization have generally included direct hardware or software updates and/or conversions. A first approach to legacy application modernization involves moving system software from old hardware to new hardware. One problem with this approach is that the flaws arising from the original restrictions and limitations built into the legacy application remain in the modernized software. This approach generally lacks analysis or improvement of the legacy software.

Another approach to legacy application modernization involves performing a line by line conversion of legacy source code into a new programming language. Although the converted legacy software may have new advantages as a result of the language conversion, obsolete or inefficient functionality may still remain in the application. This approach may improve application software, but still lacks any substantial analysis or improvement of functionality and efficiency.
Yet another approach of legacy application modernization can be to develop a completely new application. However, in most instances this approach is not viable due to extreme cost and time requirements.

**Summary**

According to one aspect of the invention, a software transformation system is provided that may include a business asset extraction sub-system. The business asset extraction sub-system is typically configured to analyze a legacy computer application and create a mechanical fabric representing computer-implemented operations of the legacy computer application, and to create a semantic model representing operator-perceived meanings attached to interactions with the legacy application. The business asset extraction sub-system is further typically configured to create links between related portions of the mechanical fabric and the semantic model. The mechanical fabric comprises a network of nodes and associations between nodes, the nodes and associations representing one or more system interface objects, computer programs, and data access points, and a physical data model configured to store data records utilized by the legacy computer application.

According to another aspect of the invention, a software transformation system may be provided that typically includes a computer-executable transformation program including a user interface configured to display at least a portion of a mechanical fabric and a semantic model of a legacy computer application, the user interface including controls for navigating to locations within the mechanical fabric and the semantic model, and for navigating between the mechanical fabric and the semantic model along links formed therebetween.

According to another aspect of the invention, a mechanical fabric data architecture configured to represent a legacy computer application is provided, which typically includes a plurality of nodes interlinked by associations between the nodes. The nodes respectively may be configured to represent a portion of code within a computer program, a system interface
object implemented by the computer program, data stored within a physical data model; and data access points interlinking the computer program and the physical data model.

According to another aspect of the invention, a semantic model data architecture is provided, which is configured to represent operator-perceived meanings attached to human interactions with the legacy computer application. The semantic model typically includes a plurality of nodes interlinked by associations between the nodes. The nodes respectively may be configured to represent at least one business process of an enterprise; use cases for each discrete task within the business process; observable system interactions with the legacy application, by which operators interact with the legacy computer application, the observable system objects being associable with one or more use cases; the legacy application; and a logical domain model representing operator-perceived data processed by the legacy application.

According to another aspect of the invention, a method of creating a mechanical fabric representing a legacy computer application is provided, which typically includes parsing the legacy computer application to identify mechanical assets of the legacy computer application. The mechanical assets may include computer programs, system interface objects of the computer programs via which human operators interact with the computer programs, a physical data model representing stored data within the legacy application, and data access points through which computer programs access data stored in the physical data model. The method may further include tagging the mechanical assets with semantic tags, creating nodes from the tagged mechanical assets, and linking the nodes to create a mechanical fabric representing computer-implemented operations of the legacy computer application, which is navigable by a user along the links.

According to another aspect of the invention, a method of creating a semantic model representing a legacy computer application is provided, which typically includes identifying
semantic assets representing human interaction with the legacy computer application. The semantic assets may include business processes, use cases of the business processes, and observable system interactions corresponding to the use cases. The method may further include creating a plurality of nodes, each node representing a semantic asset and being tagged with a semantic tag, and linking the tagged nodes to thereby create a semantic model representing human interaction with the legacy computer application, which is navigable by a user along the links.

**Brief Description of Drawings**

The disclosure is illustrated by way of example and not by way of limitation in the figures of the accompanying drawings, in which the like references indicate similar elements and in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary embodiment of a transformation system.

Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary embodiment of a legacy application of the system of Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary embodiment of a mechanical model produced by the system of Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary embodiment of the semantic model produced by the system of Fig. 1.

Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary embodiment of a meta language generation subsystem of the mechanical model extraction tool of the system of Fig. 1, which is used to create the mechanical model of Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary embodiment of a meta language generation engine of the meta language generation subsystem of Fig. 5.
Fig. 7 is a schematic representation of a sample resource description framework file format utilized by the system of Fig. 1.

Fig. 8 illustrates an exemplary embodiment physical data model utilized by the system of Fig. 1.

Fig. 9 is a schematic representation of the mechanical model and the semantic model linked together by the ontological linking tool of the system of Fig. 1.

Fig. 10 is a schematic representation of a graphical user interface of the transition system of Fig. 1.

**Detailed Description**

One exemplary embodiment of a transformation system of the present invention is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. Transformation system 100 typically includes one or more computer programs executed by a computing device 98, and is configured to be applied to legacy application 102, to thereby produce a new application 110. As used herein "application" refers to software or firmware components that may be executed by, or utilized by one or more computing devices of an organization, and is meant to encompass executable files, data files, libraries, drivers, scripts, database records, etc.

Transformation system 100 typically includes a business asset extraction sub-system 104, a modernization and streamlining sub-system 106, and a model and standards development sub-system 108. Business asset extraction sub-system 104 is configured to extract mechanical and semantic assets from the legacy application and link them together through analysis and modeling to reveal governing business rules. Modernization and streamlining sub-system 106 is configured to analyze the revealed business rules to determine if they are still necessary and/or efficient so that they may be applied to the new application.
Model and standards development sub-system 108 is configured to apply model driven
development techniques to create the new application.

Business asset extraction sub-system 104 is typically comprised of mechanical model
formation tool 112, semantic model formation tool 114, and ontological linking tool 116.
Mechanical model formation tool 112 is configured to identify, parse, and tag mechanical
assets of the legacy application, to thereby produce a mechanical model (alternatively
referred to as a mechanical fabric) of the legacy application. Semantic model formation tool
114 is configured to identify, parse and tag semantic assets of the legacy application, to
thereby produce a semantic model (alternatively referred to as a semantic fabric) of the
legacy application. Ontological linking tool 116 is configured to identify and link boundary
nodes of the mechanical and semantic models. The mechanical model and semantic model
produced in the business asset extraction sub-system can be used to identify business assets
of the legacy application which can be used in the re-engineering process to create the new
application. Mechanical model formation tool 112 can be configured to scan legacy
application 102 in order to identify mechanical assets. Mechanical assets include, but are not
limited to: source code, data definition files, scripts, database files, system documentation,
system interface specifications, etc.

Referring now to Fig. 2, the mechanical model formation tool identifies assets
throughout legacy application 102. For example, a mechanical asset may include various
segments of source code in the form of programs 202 and/or physical data model 206. An
example physical data model 206 is illustrated in Fig. 8 and explained herein below. These
mechanical assets may be integrated into system hardware throughout the legacy application.
An example of program 202 may be source code that performs a task or set of tasks, such as
to create a user interface or to make read/write calls to a database within legacy application
102. An example of a physical data model 206 is a database schema.
Within legacy application 102, program 202 may interact with physical data model 206 via data access point 204. A data access point may be a read or write call between a physical data model and a program in the legacy application. For example, the mechanical model formation tool can be configured to identify a data access point as a link between assets within the mechanical model.

Throughout the legacy application a program may interact with System Interface Objects (SIO) that cross the boundary between the mechanical model and the semantic model. As shown at 208, an example system interface object may be source code that can produce a human readable screen, such as a graphic user interface. Another example can be source code that prints a report, or document also shown at 208. The mechanical asset extraction tool can identify a system interface object as a link that crosses the mechanical model boundary.

Once the mechanical model formation tool has identified all of the mechanical assets, it can be configured to parse the legacy application source code into identifiable segments. During the parsing process each segment can be tagged with identifier information which can be used by the mechanical model formation tool for the purposes of mapping. After the legacy application has been parsed to identify the mechanical assets, and tagged with information, the mechanical model formation tool can be configured to assign nodes to the tagged segments. The nodes can be linked together to generate a model of the legacy application.

For example, a program 202 may perform several read/write calls via a data access point 204, which can affect information stored in a physical data model 206. All of these elements may have node assignments. Mapping of these nodes throughout the legacy application can enable information changed or produced by program 202 to be tracked throughout the legacy application. The mapping process can reveal the framework of the
mechanical model. When the mapping process is completed, the mechanical model formation tool has created the mechanical model of the legacy application.

Now referring to Fig. 3, a schematic representation of the linking of the mechanical assets within the mechanical model is shown. Mechanical model 300 contains various example programs 202 which can be linked to physical data model 206 via data access points 204. Programs 202 may have a plurality of links to physical data model 206 through multiple data access points 204. Programs 202 may also be linked to system interface objects 208.

In some instances multiple programs may produce different portions of a single system interface object. As another example a program may produce a plurality of different system interface objects. Information and relationships related to a particular mechanical asset can be exposed in the mechanical model. The mechanical model and the semantic model can be used in combination to identify assets of the legacy application.

The semantic model formation tool can be configured to extract, parse, and tag semantic assets from the legacy application. The semantic model may contain all business assets of the legacy application that are not part of the mechanical model.

Fig. 4 shows a schematic representation of the semantic model hierarchy. The semantic model 400 can include business processes 402, use cases 404, observable system interactions 406, and domain model 408. Elements of the semantic model can interact with elements of the mechanical model within the legacy application, but semantic elements exist independently of the mechanical model.

The semantic model formation tool starts the process of extracting semantic assets by identifying the business processes 402 conducted by the legacy application. For each business process a plurality of use cases 404 may exist. A use case can be a specific set of steps taken to complete a business process. Identified steps of a use case may be extracted in various ways including graphic modeling or video recording. An exemplary video recording
may show a user interacting with a screen produced by the legacy application. During the semantic asset extraction process some use cases may already be identified while other use cases may have to be created.

Steps of a use case 404 may include observable system interactions 406. An observable system interaction may be any point where a use case employs a mechanical asset of the legacy application. An observable system interaction can cross the semantic boundary. One example of an observable system interaction is when a user uses a screen produced by a program of the legacy application to complete a step of a use case.

An observable system interaction may be used to retrieve information embedded in the mechanical model from domain model 408. The domain model can be represented as static elements mapped to dynamic data stored in the physical data model. The elements of the domain model are descriptions which can enable a user to understand and evaluate data in the physical data model. An example element of the domain model may be an invoice number or a customer name or any other description related to a business process.

Once the semantic model formation tool has identified all of the semantic assets, it can be configured to parse the assets. During the parsing process each asset can be tagged with identifier information which can be used by the semantic model formation tool for the purposes of mapping.

After the semantic assets have been parsed and tagged with information, the semantic model formation tool can be configured to assign nodes to the tagged assets. The nodes can be linked together through modeling which, in turn, can be used to generate maps of the semantic model. When the mapping process is completed, the semantic model formation tool has created the semantic model of the legacy application.

The ontological linking tool can be configured to link the mechanical model and the semantic model at a granular level. In an exemplary embodiment the linking of the
mechanical and semantic models can be accomplished in a repository, such as a Present Case Analysis (PCA) repository including the assets generated in a mechanical fabric and semantic models. During the ontological linking process each model can be loaded into the PCA repository and examined to identify boundary nodes.

Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram of an exemplary embodiment of a source code and meta language extended Single Static Assignment (XSA) tree 500. Meta language generation engine 504 uses XSA as a programming meta-language that can parse legacy source code 502, or native code from legacy application 102, to generate asset specific views of the original source code. Legacy source code 502 can either be derived from portions of programs 202 or may be the programs in their entirety. If more than one legacy source code 502 exists, embodiments can run a separate parsing operation for each type of legacy source code.

Referring back to Fig. 3, the mechanical fabric 300 operates as a set of models that may be created by parsing the literal structure of a legacy application 102 to generate an XSA tree 500. As an example, the legacy code can be parsed into an XSA tree 500 according to different functions of the code, and the resulting parsed code can be annotated and processed by linking the parsed code according to function and converting into a viewable format. For example, an XSA tree 500 may be transformed using extensible stylesheet language transformations (XSLT) to generate through a user interface 510 an HTML 508 linked representation of mechanical fabric 300 according to an asset specific view of the legacy code.

Some embodiments may use XSA file, line and column number information designations to annotate source code by combining XSA information with the original source code. For example, the embodiment in Fig. 5 combines the XSA information from meta language generation engine 504 with the source code 504 to generate HTML 508
representation of mechanical fabric 300. Associations can be referenced with XSLT transforms to create links between models using the same data access points 204 in mechanical fabric 300. In some embodiments, ontological linking tool 116 can process the meta-language from meta-language generation engine 504 to identify and link boundary nodes of the mechanical and semantic models.

Fig. 6 shows a schematic diagram of an exemplary embodiment of the meta language generation engine 504 illustrated in Fig. 5 in more detail. Parse tree 620 receives legacy source code 502 and parses the literal structure of the legacy application 102 into a parse tree. In some embodiments parse tree 620 may parse the source code into an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). XSA walker 630 then generates heuristics meta-data by walking through the parse tree and adding meta-data in the form of name value pairs based on specific data access points 204. According to the present embodiment, the heuristics meta-data is a universal syntax form (USF) such as an extended single static assignment. XSA walker 630 outputs XSA code in block 635. Additionally, a heuristics rules list containing semantic rules can be used to attach meta-data to mechanical fabric 300 data access points 204.

In some embodiments, parse tree 620, XSA walker 630, the extensible markup language (XML) parse tree block 625 and XSA block 635 may comprise mechanical model formation tool 112. It would be understood by one of skill in the art that the functionality of mechanical model formation tool 112 may comprise other function blocks than those depicted in Fig. 6. XSA block 635 may then output to a graphical generator such as user interface XSLT block 640. UI XSLT block 640 can then use the XSA code from block 635 to generate an asset specific view of the code of legacy application 102.

Mechanical fabric 300 may contain associations between nodes representing useful relationships between the nodes. File BAR.C may be broken into nodes using XSA code 635 file, line and column number information designations according to the following example:
File: BAR.C

0........1........2........3
10
11  int fi;
12  int fy;
13  int fo;
14
15   fi = fy + foo ( fo );
16
17

Creates the following XSA nodes:

(a)  <VarDefine id="BAR.C: 11" type="int" name="fi"/>
(b)  <VarDefine id="BAR. C:12" type="int" name="fy"/>
(c)  <VarDefine id="BAR.C: 13" type="int" name="fo"/>
(d)  <Stmt id="BAR.C:15">
(e)  <Lvalue id="BAR.C: 15:3:3">
    <VarUsage id="BAR.C: 15:3:3" var="BAR.C: 11"/>
  </Lvalue>
(f)  <Rvalue id="BAR.C:15:7:19">
    <Expression id="BAR.C: 15:7:19">
      <Operand id="BAR.C: 15:9:9" type="+">
        <VarUsage id="BAR.C: 15:7:7" var="BAR. C:12"/>
      </Operand>
      <Call id="BAR.C:15:11:18" type="function" var="FOO.C: .">
        <Argument id="BAR.C: 15:16:16" var="BAR.C: 13"/>
      </Call>
    </Expression>
  </Rvalue>
</Stmt>

In this example, node (a) illustrates the definition of variable "fi" as an integer, that is, <VarDefine id="BAR.C: 1" type="int" name="fi"/> is XSA meta-language included within open close marks, < and />, showing the variable located in file BAR.C at line 11 is a type "int" variable with a name "fi". Similarly, nodes (b) and (c) are nodes shown in file line and column number fo definition the other integer variables "fy" and "fo" from the example code. In some embodiments nodes may then be associated in association, type, and class format as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assoc.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e-&gt;a</td>
<td>label-&gt;variable</td>
<td>explicit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
e→f  rvalue→lvalue  implicit
f→g  expression→label  implicit
f→h  expression→label  implicit
g→b  label→variable  explicit
g→e  expression→assignment  implicit
h→z  function_call→function  explicit
h→i  function_call→argument  implicit
i→c  label→variable  explicit

In this association example, node (e) is associated with node (a), showing the label (e) is associated with the variable (a) and furthermore that the association is explicit. Other associations may be represented as implicit, for example in the association of node (e) to node (f), associating the variable with an expression and operand. In this example the associations are represented with unidirectional arrows, but in the mechanical fabric 300 the associations are bi-directional and can be traversed in both directions.

In some embodiments, parse tree 620 and XSA walker 630 can be extended to capture other information in the form of additional models using semantic model formation tool 114. It would be understood by one of skill in the art that the functionality of semantic model formation tool 114 may comprise other function blocks from meta language generation engine 504, such as only block 645. These models can be incorporated into mechanical fabric 300 and further linked within the XSA tree 500. Further models can be generated based on information displayed on screens, in reports, retrieved using database read and write commands, read and write system interfaces, user/security definitions, pseudo code views, as examples.

These additional models can be used as assets and a user interface 640 can be provided based on asset type. In this way, a database can create a PCA repository structure and associations within the mechanical fabric 300 can be linked, allowing a browser/user to navigate between assets based on their relations. A query engine can then use the database to create dynamic data presentation sets, and these sets can further be used to generate non-source code views representing assets of the legacy application 102.
In some embodiments, higher level semantic assets, such as use cases 404, can be captured and stored in the PCA repository structure. These semantic assets can be input into XSA walker 630 and by using the heuristics rules can distribute the meta-data through the mechanical fabric 300.

Fig. 7 is a schematic representation of a tagged sample resource description framework (RDF) file format 700. The tags are represented as underlined sections of the text in the figure. For example, tag 702 includes the text "program name", tag 704 includes the text "UseCase 170", etc. Tags are generated by analyzing assets, such as programs 202 and legacy code 502, and imbedding comments into the code to provide a reference framework for subsequent processing actions, such as those illustrated in meta-language generation engine 504, referenced above in Fig. 5 and in more detail in Fig. 6. Tags can identify elements such as fields, variables, data structures, input and output instructions, etc., to create a network of data access points 204, or nodes, that will expose the underlying logic of the system.

In some embodiments, data access points 204 may be represented as a graphic mechanical fabric 300 to expose the underlying logic and functionality of legacy application 102. As explained above, the mechanical fabric 300 is created by collecting the assets of legacy application 102, processing these assets with software tools, and storing the modified assets in a PCA repository. In some embodiments, tagging of the legacy application 102 assets is an initial mapping function used to illustrate the underlying functionality using data access points 204. The mechanical fabric 300 can then be further enhanced with corresponding elements of physical world processes. For example, mechanical fabric 300 may include collected assets from the legacy application including program source code, data definition files, job control language (JCB), shell scripts such as BASH/TSH/KSH, PERL scripts, database files, sample reports, system documentation, paper documentation, system
After the initial mapping is completed, the mechanical fabric 300 can consist of a hierarchy of SIOs 208, programs 202, data access points 204 and physical data model 206, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 8 illustrates an exemplary embodiment physical data model. A physical data model is a representation of a database schema in a form that allows integration into mechanical fabric 300. In this example, physical data model 206 includes a file field, and field names and field types, represented in row associations. In this example, the file is titled CUST, and the first field name is titled LNAME with an associated field type of a 12-bit string. Field name STATE is associated with a 2-bit string field type and field name SSN is associated with a 9-bit number field type.

Fig. 9 shows a schematic representation of the linking of the mechanical fabric with the semantic model. In the present embodiment, boundary nodes 902 in the mechanical fabric include system interface objects and boundary nodes 904 in the semantic model may include observable system interactions. A system model can then be developed by linking objects between the mechanical fabric and the semantic models to create nodes crossing the semantic boundary.

Ontological linking tool 116 links the mechanical fabric 300 with the semantic model 400, and elements of the mechanical fabric 300 and the semantic model 400 may be tagged with comprehensive identification information on an aggregate level. In this manner new methods to access and utilize the legacy application 102 information can be developed.

The ontological linking tool 116 can be configured to identify a variable on a universal level, due to the link between the mechanical fabric 300 and the semantic model 400. This universal identification can create the ability to trace a variable throughout the legacy application, and transitively recognize associations with other variables. In addition, any query, field, or entity can be tracked throughout the legacy application via the linked
models. By tracking these various elements of the legacy application, business rules can be exposed and defined.

Business rules can govern how a legacy application operates. The output of the business asset extraction sub-system 104 is a collection of business rules. These business assets can be used in other tools within the transformation system to produce a new application 110.

Mechanical fabric may also be linked to physical data model 206. Logical domain model (LDM) comprises the logical containers and constructs used by legacy application 102. For example, LDM can comprise elements consisting of an invoice number, a customer number, currency, social security number or an item description, etc. These are logical concepts that define the "buckets" for the temporal data passing through them, such as a specific invoice number for a customer who purchased a particular item from the inventory. As such, these logical elements may be utilized in semantic models and include use cases and LDM as well as other semantic models. As an example, the LDM functions as the semantic backdrop for the dynamics of the data being collected, processed, stored, and accessed by the legacy application system. Once a domain model has been loaded, an embodiment system has the ability to map any variable to the domain entity, and also to its type. The combined models within a repository can be represented in a graph using a graphical user interface as explained below with reference to Fig. 10. Initial processing of a legacy code base and database extracts internalized logic of the existing system in Mechanical fabric 300.

Mechanical fabric, i.e. the code and data models, can be embedded with rich type information that allows exposure and tracing of variables. For example, a variable in a schema can be marked as containing "money". This variable can be traced throughout the entire system, transitively making all references that are assigned to, added to or subtracted from that field as type "money". Additionally, any intermediate variable can also be marked
as containing the type "money"; then when showing enhanced source code, all references to "money" can be flagged as "money". Example embodiments to flag all references to money could be a generated green back group or a mouse-over pop-up message.

As shown in Fig. 10, graphical user interface 510 typically includes a mesh display pane configured to display a representation of the mechanical fabric and the semantic model. The representation is typically graphical, illustrating nodes and links therebetween using graphical elements such as the illustrated circles and lines. Alternatively, the mesh may be illustrated textually in the mesh display pane. In addition a dividing line between the mechanical fabric and the semantic model may be graphically or textually illustrated in the mesh display pane, and a link between linked nodes of the mechanical fabric and the semantic model may be shown crossing the dividing line. Alternatively, the dividing line may not be illustrated. While typically both the mechanical fabric and the semantic model are displayed simultaneously, it will be appreciated that the mesh display pane may be configured to simply display one of the mechanical fabric or the semantic model at a time. In addition, a node detail display pane may be provided to display detailed information about the node, such as the links extending from the node. In the illustrated example, the target node has two links, A and B, to nodes in the semantic and mechanical mesh, respectively.

The GUI in Fig. 10 further includes a first mechanism for navigating between the nodes, in the form of a user selectable direction controls (illustrated as arrows in the figures), and a select node selector. Pressing the arrows in various directions controls the selection of the target node (indicated in brackets), and pressing the select node selector causes the node information for the target node to be displayed in the node detail display pane. The node detail display pane includes a second mechanism for navigating between the nodes, in the form of underlined links to the nodes connected to the target node. Either the first or second mechanisms for node traversal may be used to traverse a link crossing between the
mechanical fabric and semantic model, to allow the user easy access to the information contained in both meshes.

It is believed that the disclosure set forth above encompasses multiple distinct inventions with independent utility. While each of these inventions has been disclosed in its preferred form, the specific embodiments thereof as disclosed and illustrated herein are not to be considered in a limiting sense as numerous variations are possible. The subject matter of the inventions includes all novel and non-obvious combinations and sub-combinations of the various elements, features, functions and/or properties disclosed herein. Where claims recite "a" or "a first" element or equivalent thereof, such claims should be understood to include incorporation of one or more such elements, neither requiring, nor excluding, two or more such elements.

It is believed that the following claims particularly point out certain combinations and sub-combinations that are directed to one of the disclosed inventions and are novel and non-obvious. Inventions embodied in other combinations and sub-combinations of features, functions, elements and/or properties may be claimed through amendment of those claims or presentation of new claims in this or a related application. Such amended or new claims, whether they are directed to a different invention or directed to the same invention, whether different, broader, narrower or equal in scope to the original claims, are also regarded as included within the subject matter of the inventions of the present disclosure.
We claim:

1. A software transformation system, comprising:
   a business asset extraction sub-system configured to analyze a legacy computer
   application and create a mechanical fabric representing computer-implemented operations of
   the legacy computer application, and to create a semantic model representing operator-
   perceived meanings attached to interactions with the legacy application;
   wherein the business asset extraction sub-system is further configured to create links
   between related portions of the mechanical fabric and the semantic model.

2. The software modernization system of claim 1, wherein the mechanical fabric
   comprises a network of nodes and associations between nodes, the nodes and associations
   representing one or more system interface objects, computer programs, and data access
   points, and a physical data model configured to store data records utilized by the legacy
   computer application.

3. The software modernization system of claim 2, wherein the mechanical fabric
   is generated using a programming meta-language generator.

4. The software modernization system of claim 3, wherein the meta-language
   generator includes an extended single static assignment (XSA) generator.

5. The software modernization system of claim 2, further comprising an asset
   specific graphical generator to generate a graphical view of the links between related portions
   of the mechanical fabric and the semantic model.
6. The software modernization system of claim 5, wherein the graphical generator includes an extensible stylesheet language transformation (XSLT) generator.

7. The software modernization system of claim 5, wherein the graphical view is linked in HTML format, and is configured to be navigated by a user via a browser.

8. A software transformation system, comprising:
   a computer-executable transformation program including a user interface configured to display at least a portion of a mechanical fabric and a semantic model of a legacy computer application, the user interface including controls for navigating to locations within the mechanical fabric and the semantic model, and for navigating between the mechanical fabric and the semantic model along links formed therebetween.

9. The software modernization system of claim 8, wherein the links are represented in HTML format.

10. A mechanical fabric data architecture configured to represent a legacy computer application, the mechanical fabric comprising:
   a plurality of nodes interlinked by associations between the nodes, wherein respective nodes are configured to represent:
      a portion of code within a computer program;
      a system interface object implemented by the computer program;
      data stored within a physical data model; and
      data access points interlinking the computer program and the physical data model.
11. The mechanical fabric architecture of claim 10, further comprising an asset specific graphical generator to generate a graphical view of the mechanical fabric.

12. The mechanical fabric architecture of claim 11, wherein the graphical generator is an extensible stylesheet language transformation (XSLT) generator.

13. The mechanical fabric architecture of claim 11, wherein the graphical view is in HTML format.

14. A semantic model data architecture configured to represent operator-perceived meanings attached to human interactions with the legacy computer application, the semantic model comprising:

   a plurality of nodes interlinked by associations between the nodes, wherein respective nodes are configured to represent:

   - at least one business process of an enterprise;
   - use cases for each discrete task within the business process;
   - observable system interactions with the legacy application, by which operators interact with the legacy computer application, the observable system objects being associatable with one or more use cases;
   - the legacy application; and

   a logical domain model representing operator-perceived data processed by the legacy application.
15. A method of creating a mechanical fabric representing a legacy computer application, comprising:
   parsing the legacy computer application to identify mechanical assets of the legacy computer application, the mechanical assets including computer programs, system interface objects of the computer programs via which human operators interact with the computer programs, a physical data model representing stored data within the legacy application, and data access points through which computer programs access data stored in the physical data model;
   tagging the mechanical assets with semantic tags;
   creating nodes from the tagged mechanical assets;
   linking the nodes to create a mechanical fabric representing computer-implemented operations of the legacy computer application, which is navigable by a user along the links.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the semantic tags represent at least one of a field, variable, data structure, and input and output instruction category.

17. The method of claim 15, wherein the semantic tags are generated using resource description framework (RDF) file format.

18. A method of creating a semantic model representing a legacy computer application, comprising:
   identifying semantic assets representing human interaction with the legacy computer application, the semantic assets including business processes, use cases of the business processes, and observable system interactions corresponding to the use cases; creating a
plurality of nodes, each node representing a semantic asset and being tagged with a semantic tag;

linking the tagged nodes to thereby create a semantic model representing human interaction with the legacy computer application, which is navigable by a user along the links.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the semantic tags represent at least one of a field, variable, data structure, and input and output instruction category.

20. The method of claim 18, wherein the semantic tags are generated using resource description framework (RX)F file format.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIELD NAME</th>
<th>FIELD TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LNAME</td>
<td>Str(12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE</td>
<td>Str(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>Num(9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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